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Abstract. Features that are widely used in digital image analysis and pattern
recognition tasks are from three main categories: shape, intensity, and texture
invariant features. For computer-aided diagnosis in medical imaging for many
specific types of medical problem, the most effective choice of a subset of these
features through feature selection is still an open problem. In this work, we con-
sider the problem of white blood cell (leukocyte) recognition into their five pri-
mary types: Neutrophils, Lymphocytes, Eosinophils, Monocytes and Basophils
using a Support Vector Machine classifier. For features, we use four main in-
tensity histogram calculations, set of 11 invariant moments, the relative area,
co-occurrence and run-length matrices, dual tree complex wavelet transform,
Haralick and Tamura features. Global sensitivity analysis using Sobol’s RS-HDMR
which can deal with independent and dependent input variables is used to assess
dominate discriminatory power and the reliability of feature models in presence
of high dimensional input feature data to build an efficient feature selection. Both
the numerical and empirical results of experiments are compared with forward
sequential feature selection. Finally, the results obtained from the preliminary
analysis of white blood cell classification are presented in confusion matrices
and interpreted using Cohen’s kappa (κ) with the classification framework being
validated with experiments conducted on poor quality white blood cell images.

1 Introduction and Complete Blood Count (CBC) Interpretation

The examination of peripheral blood smears represents the cornerstone of hematologic
diagnosis. Plainly, the examination of the peripheral blood smear is an important indi-
cator of haematological and other abnormal conditions that affect the body of an or-
ganism. Blood cells are classified as erythrocytes (Red Blood Cells), leukocytes (White
Blood Cells) or platelets (not considered real cells). In all mammals species including
human beings, leukocytes, which are less numerous than red blood cells, are divided
in two main categories: granulocytes and lymphoid cells. Granulocyte white blood cell
types are Neutrophil, Eosinophil (or acidophil) and Basophil. The lymphoid cells, are
separated in Lymphocytes and Monocytes. Expressing the number of white blood cells
(WBC) carries many quantitative and informative clues. For example, the increase or
decrease of leukocytes is very critical and may prompt detailed medical attention.

The first attempts to build automated laboratory equipment to perform complete
blood counts (CBC) was about 60 years ago, in the 1950-1960s [44]. Automatic count-
ing system have been available in the medical laboratories for the last 25 years.
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The instruments used for performing cell counts are based on mix of mechanical, elec-
tronic and chemical approaches. Current hematology analyzers used routinely in medi-
cal laboratories are such as Sysmex XE-series [35] and also in the Abbott CELL-DYN
range [11]. These known systems for white blood cell differential counts reveal good
correlation with the manual ground truth reference analysis for neutrophils, lympho-
cytes, and eosinophils (accuracies of 0.925, 0.922, and 0.877, respectively) and lower
accuracy for monocytes and basophils (accuracies of 0.756 and 0.763, respectively).
The commonly used approach across biological disciplines and the ground truth is
manual WBC counting and type sorting by a trained pathologist or skilled hematol-
ogy expert, looking at the shape, e.g, nucleus and cytoplasm, occlusion, and degree of
contact between cells.

Although the manual inspection method is adequate, it has three inevitable types of
error: statistical, distributional and also human error [5] such as may happen in poor
quality, low magnification view of the slides. Poor magnification and distribution of
leukocytes adversely affect the accuracy of the differential count in manual counting.
The computerized techniques are the best potential choices to carry out and moderate
the load of these regular clinical activities for more efficiency and also to describe the
frequency and spatial distribution, and portion of blood smear particles. Hematologists
and hematopathologists study and analyze blood smears by looking at cells under an op-
tical microscope. Accordingly, since haematology is a visual science, machine learning
and digital image processing have great potential to develop ways to improve haema-
tology research. Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) also establish methods for accurate,
robust and reproducible measurements of blood smear particles status while reducing
human error and diminishing the cost of instruments and material used.

In this work, white blood cell analysis of an unfavourable low resolution data set
via a feature extraction and selection framework to classify the five mature types of
white blood cells is provided. There are no reliable and general comparative studies
of feature selection strategies in white blood smear detection with high dimensional
input feature data in particular and also in the presence of low quality and unfavourable
conditions. This work unifies and extends primary feature vector sets introduced in our
earlier work [12, 13], based on using the dual-tree complex wavelet transform (DT-
CWT) and few textural features, to high dimensional comprehensive invariant feature
sets that also include different invariant shape features such as 11 invariant moments,
different histogram calculations, different efficient textual feature such as Tamura and
so on. Furthermore, this paper critically examines and compares two feature selection
strategies, random sampling-high dimensional model representation (RS-HDMR) and
sequential forward selection (SFS), for the white blood cell classification problems in
presence of small number of sample set.

2 Background and Literature Survey

The first published paper on blood processing is leukocyte pattern recognition by Ba-
cusmber and Gose in 1972 [2]. In this primary work, classification of white blood cells
using some shape features and a multivariate Gaussian classifier into their categories are
presented. One decade after, the first fully automated processing of blood smear slides
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was introduced by Rowan [34] in 1986. The background on WBC classification by us-
ing computer vision concepts is substantial and involves feature extractors, classifiers,
quantitative and qualitative process. Ramoser et al. [31] used hue, saturation and lumi-
nance values to locate WBCs and then leukocytes are classified using a 26-dimensional
color feature vector and a classification polynomial support vector machine (SVM).
Xiao-min et al. [46] introduced method based on threshold segmentation followed by
mathematical morphology (TSMM). Sobrevilla et al. [40] used fuzzy logic to segment
white blood cells from a digital blood smear image. However, in both TSMM [46] and
fuzzy logic [40], parameter settings need to set by statistics and experience. Shitong et
al. [37] proposed white cell detection based on fuzzy cellular neural networks (FCNN).
Mukherjee et al. [26] proposed a leukocyte detection using image-level sets computed
via threshold decomposition. Further, Theera-Umpon et al. [43] used four white blood
cell nucleus features, and Bayes and artificial neural networks were the classifiers.

Ongun et al. [28] proposed an approach using active contours to track the boundaries
of white blood cells although occluded cells were not precisely handled. Lezoray [24]
introduced region-based white blood cells segmentation using extracted markers (or
seeds). Kumar [22] applied a novel cell edge detector while trying to perfectly deter-
mine the boundary of the nucleus. Sinha and Ramakrishnan [38] suggested a two-step
segmentation framework using k-means clustering of the data mapped to HSV color
space and a neural network classifier using shape, color and texture features. Further-
more, in other work, WBC segmentation was achieved by means of mean-shift-based
color segmentation in [7] by Comaniciu and Meer while in [19] Jiang et al. used water-
shed segmentation.

Ramesh et al. [8] proposed a two-step framework: segmentation and classification of
normal white blood cells in peripheral blood smears. Color information and morpho-
logical processing were basis functions for segmentation part which was almost close to
already published paper in [14]. Latter, WBC classification followed using 19 features
such as area, perimeter, convex area, and so on. To lessen the computational burden,
Fishers linear discriminant was also applied to trim a multi-dimensional set to six di-
mensions. In more recent work (2012) Dorini et al. [9] introduced automatic differential
cell system in two levels to segment WBC nucleus and identify the cytoplasm region. In
that work, five mature WBC types were classified using a K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN)
classifier with geometrical shape features and a reasonable accuracy (78% performance
vs 85% classified manually by a specialist) was achieved. As a result, despite its long
history in cell classification, questions have been raised about the reliability and feature
selection in an appropriate white blood cell classification system. On the other hand,
one major drawback of these aforementioned approaches is that no general attempt was
made to quantify the association between low resolution cell appearance and their clas-
sification. Therefore, this latter work would have been more reliable if the framework
considered these concerns.

3 Primary Feature Extraction

Continuing previous work [12, 13], the process of feature extraction and parameter es-
timation is carried out in this extended work. These candidate descriptors have appro-
priate potential for dealing effectively with challenges and problem in multi-distortion
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data set such as blurred, noisy and low magnification of a white blood cell image where
internal white blood cell structure is not obvious to detect. All invariant features are
scaled to the [0 1] range to simplify computational complexity and have consistent in-
puts for measurement. As a result with all three main feature types in this case, final
features vector gives a total of 12140 coefficients for each white blood cell with 28×28
low image size. More details are addressed as below.

Intensity Features: This article examines the mean (μ), standard deviation (σ),
skewness (γ1), and kurtosis (K) in white blood cells classification. However, inten-
sity features may prove inadequate for specially low quality white blood cell data set.
A short mathematical background is addressed in our previous research [13]. Eventu-
ally, in this case, intensity features gives a total of 788 divided into 784 for raw gray
intensity value and 4 measures for histogram calculation feature coefficients for each
cell sample.

Shape Features: In terms of pattern recognition, shape descriptors can be classified
into two descriptors; contour-based and region-based shape signifiers. The contour-
based descriptors reviewed so far cannot represent ideally white blood cell shapes for
which the complete and continuous boundary information is not ideally available with
granular and non-uniform borders. Also, questions have been raised about the validity
and reliability concern under the constraint of translation, rotation and uniform-scaling
invariance properties. In reviewing the literature, the current study found that invariant
moment as a region-based calculation which can provide invariant characteristics under
different condition are likely occur in translation, changes in scale, also rotation and
unique characteristics of a white blood cell that represent its heterogenous shape. Al-
though moment algorithms and theory have been well established in mathematics, far
too little attention has been paid to use invariant moment in computer-aided diagnosis
(CAD) in medical imaging and for blood smear analysis in particular. This paper has
given an account the reasons for the widespread use of (11) different invariant moments
listed into: M1 with 332 elements which are moment coefficients for all combined 11
following different moments, M2 = 36 to Radial Tchebichef [27], M3 = 36 to Fourier-
Chebyshev magnitude [29], M4 = 36 to Gegenbauer [16], M5 = 36 to Fourier-Mellin
magnitude [36], M6 = 36 to Radial Harmonic Fourier magnitude [32], M7 = 36
belong to Generalized Pseudo-Zernike [45], M8 = 36 to Dual Hahn moments [21],
M9 = 7 belong to Hu set of invariant moments [17], M10 = 36 to Krawtchouk [47],
M11 = 36 to Legendre [10, 48], M12 = 1 to Zernike [25]. In following shape feature
category, the relative area (Ar) is also computed [13]. In conclusion, selective shape
features provides a total of 333 feature coefficients for each white blood cell sample
composed of (332) invariant moment coefficients and one measure for Ar.

Texture Features: This section extends the types of features considered in our ear-
lier work [12, 13]. The vector includes features associated with the Laplace transform,
gradient-based, flat texture features [33], and also co-occurrence matrix [15] which is
defined over a white blood cell image to be the distribution of co-occurring values at a
given offset. Various combinations of the matrix are taken to generate features called
Haralick features [15] (namely, the angular second moment, contrast, correlation, sum
of squares: variance, inverse difference moment, energy, and entropy). Afterwards, six
parameters approximating visual perception is used based on the Tamura feature [41].
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In addition, run-length is an another texture coarseness measurement at typical direc-
tions such as 0, 45, 90, and 135 degrees [42]. 11 features for a given gray-level for
each individual white blood cell image are extracted. Dual-tree complex wavelet is also
examined in this research. It calculates coefficients along rows and columns, and in six
directions and angles at each individual pixel. The setting, details and proposed frame-
work using DT-CWT is addressed to our previous work [12,13]. It follows that, textural
features gives a total of 11019 feature coefficients for each white blood cell sample.
This textural feature vector has been divided into seven aforementioned parts. The first
part deals with gradient, Laplacian and flat texture features with 784 for each of them
respectively. Then it will go on to Haralick vector and also Tamura textural features
with 13 and 6 elements respectively. Finally gray-level run length matrix in four ori-
entations provides 6296 coefficients where dual-tree complex wavelet in six directions
also gives a total of 2352 features for each sample.

4 Global Feature Sensitivity and Feature Selection

This work address feature selection algorithm to trace effectiveness of aforementioned
high dimensional invariant descriptors in white blood cell classification performance.
Feature selection and discriminatory power is achieved using high dimensional model
representation (RS-HDMR) and sequential forward feature selection (SFS) along with
support vector machine classifier (see section. 5).

RS-HDMR/ Sensitivity Feature Analysis: Lastly, we look at the effect of each in-
dividual three multiple features (see section 3) contribution upon the corresponding su-
pervised white blood cell classification. Several studies investigating high-dimensional
model representation (HDMR) [1] have been carried out on input and output relation-
ship analysis. High dimensional model representations (HDMR) is a statical approach
that depicts the individual or cooperative contributions of the aforementioned features
upon the corresponding white blood cell classes. To date, little evidence has been found
associating HDMR with image processing and pattern recognition such as Kaya et
al. research work [20]. Then, future studies on the current topic are therefore recom-
mended. In this work, RS-HDMR approach with a random sample input over the entire
domain is used where determination of expansion components is based on shifted Leg-
endre polynomials approximation and Monte Carlo integration [1, 30, 49]. Following
that, the influence of individual each input feature variables is computed using global
sensitivity approach in which Sobol index is the basis function of calculation [39].
Therefore, global sensitivity indices are denoted by: Si1,...,is where total of the sum-
mation

∑n
s=1 si1 +

∑n
1<i<j�n Sij , ... + S1,2,...,n is equal 1. The first order index Si

is fractional contribution of xi (each individual feature coefficient) to the variance of
f(x) (five main white blood cell classes) where the second order shows the interaction
power between xi and xj on the classification outcome and these sensitivity analysis
terms will be continued. Rabitz et al. [1] demonstrated that often the low order interac-
tions of input variables have the dominant impact upon the output assignment. It means
that quite often the high ranked global sensitivity feature variable input in mathematical
models are first order terms. In the current study, first order Si for all each individual
intensity, shape and texture coefficients are calculated to reach the most effective set.
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Sequential Feature Selection: Sequential Feature Selection is an iterative method
to select the most informative coefficient by choosing the next feature depending on
the already selected features. The method removes redundant and irrelevant features
while preserving the efficient features in order to optimize the subset combination of
features by considering their predictive efficiency with a given classifier. The method
has two distinctive variants: sequential forward selection (SFS), and in contrast, sequen-
tial backward selection (SBS) [18] where SFS is taken in this work. In SFS, new added
feature x+ should maximize J(Yk + x+) where new component combined with the
features Yk that have already been selected in an iterative and incremental procedure
(x+ = argx/∈Yk

max J(Yk + x+)). Despite its simplicity, questions have been raised
about the update procedure used by sequential feature selection. For example, SFS is
unable to revise optimal feature vector to remove feature variables after the addition of
other features. It’s also seen that its performance is related to an appropriate criterion
to determine the iterative stop point. In this work the optimum criterion value means
the minimum error rate in SVM supervised classification where each candidate feature
is placed in the new revised subset vector. Several studies investigating SFS have been
carried out on medical imaging [4, 6]

5 Discriminant Functions and Support Vector Machine

A linear SVM classifier [3] with 10-fold cross-validation is examined in this work. 10-
fold cross-validation is commonly used in presence of a small size (140 samples) of
the training and testing data set and with large number of parameters (12140 feature
coefficients) to avoid over fitting and to cover all observations for both training and
validation. The details of the proposed SVM settings and configuration are addressed
in our previous work [12].

6 Experimental Results and Classification

In this section, a set of 140 8−bit gray scale poor images with low magnification (28 ∗
28)px in five balanced dataset (see fig. 1) are used. We have randomly chosen the data
to construct the training set after removing almost 20% of the data to be used for testing
the SVM classifier.

Fig. 1. WBC testing data, each row, top to bottom: Basophil(B), Lymphocyte(L), Monocyte(M),
Neutrophil(N), and Eosinophil(E)

Sobol HDMR Analysis: In practice, in the initial configuration for this experiment
all 140 samples are used for the RS-HDMR accuracy test. Also, the maximum order for
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approximation of the first order {fi (xi)} terms is 5 where 3 is maximum assigned order
for second order {fij (xi, xj)}. Also a ratio control variate (see section 2.1 in [49]) to
supervise and regulate the Monte Carlo integration error with 10 iterations is set for
the first and second order RS-HDMR component functions. It also should be noted
that in the initial setting to ignore insignificant component functions from the HDMR
expansion where the current white blood cell classification system has a high number
of input features, a threshold mechanism set to 10% (see section 2.2 in [49]) is also
used. During sensitivity analysis, first an intensity feature vector with 788 members
composed of 1-784 raw gray scale intensity value, 785 mean, 786 standard deviation,
787 skewness, and 788 kurtosis features is considered. In this case, Si analysis shows
that 38 coefficient out of 788 are computed as non-zero. Sensitivity calculations indicate
that indices: 711, 443, 284, 191 and 456 (in range of gray scale intensity value) and 785
(mean value) out of 38 have the first five most discriminative power of Si = 0.38 in this
current input - output relationship. Secondly, a shape feature vector with 333 members
composed of 1-7 Hu set, 8 Zernike, 9-44 Hahn, 45-80 generalized pseudo-Zernike,
81-116 Chebyshev, 117-152 Legend, 153-188 Krawtchouk, 189-224 Fourier-Mellin,
225-260 Radial Harmonic Fourier, 261-296 Fourier-Chebyshev, 297-332 Gegenbauer,
and 333 for relative area is considered. Global Sobol - HDMR Sensitivity calculations
demonstrate that 18 of the above feature indices have the highest Si of 0.82 where
in that case, first six indices are: 44 (Hahn coefficient), 191,192 (in range of Fourier-
Mellin), 225, 226 (in range of Radial Harmonic Fourier) and 290 (in range of Fourier
Chebyshev).

Then a texture feature vector with 11019 members composed of 1-784 gradient,
785-1568 Laplacian, 1569-2352 flat texture, 2352-2365 Haralick texture features, 2365-
2371 Tamura, 2372-8667 Gray Level Run Length, and 8667-11019 for dual tree com-
plex wavelet transform features is considered. To provide in-depth analysis of the Sobol
index calculation, each of above individual ranges of features is used separately to esti-
mate global sensitivity values. In the case of the gradient features, it can be seen that 43
out of 784 elements have the highest Si = 0.44 where first five indices including 589,
185, 266, 658 and 659 have the most discriminatory power with total Si = 0.41. Next,
global sensitivity on the Laplacian features shows that just only 4 elements have non-
zero values where these are indices including 421, 309, 337 and 365 with Si = 0.17.
Further in flat texture feature analysis result revealed that 13 elements with Si equal
to 0.17 have the dominant power. This suggests that a weak link may exist between
Laplacian and flat texture features and the cell classes.

Further, a consequence of the analysis on Haralick features, Tamura shows 9 and
3 with Si = 0.7 and Si = 0.6 have most effective elements in feature - white blood
cell class relationship. In terms of Gray Level Run Length feature set, result labeled
the subset of 34 elements with Si = 0.62 provides the good predictive power in cur-
rent HDMR meta-modeling. Global sensitivity in dual tree complex wavelet transform
identifies adequate discriminatory power with 111 elements with Si = 0.64 as a ma-
jor effective subset among all these feature coefficients. In this work based on above
explanation 273 elements with exact addressed indices among all 12140 coefficients
(almost 2.2%) which are the most convincing set on HDMR input - output relationship
in current white blood cell classification system are selected (FVHDMR).
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Sequential Feature Selection: For comparison of the results of Sobol HDMR fea-
ture selection and to compare the performance on classification accuracy, sequential
forward selection (SFS) is used. Sequential forward selection initialized using 10-fold
cross-validation by repeatedly calling a criterion based SVM setting (see section 5)
with different training and testing subsets of xin and yout where selected feature are
saved into a logical matrix in which row (i) indicates the features selected at step (i)
with minimum criterion value. In connection with sequential forward selection, many
feature indices should be listed here but an exhaustive review is beyond the scope of
this current work. Eventually, to do a comparative sensitivity analysis, a feature vector
(FVSFS) with the exact number of (FVHDMR) is created. Therefore, this study may
leads a difference between classification performance rate (see table 1) for these feature
selection algorithms.

Confusion Matrices: A 5×5 confusion matrix is used to represent the different pos-
sibilities of the set of instances. The matrices are built on five rows and five columns:
Neutrophil; Monocyte; Lymphocyte; Eosinophil; and Basophil representing the known
WBC classes whereas for each matrix, each row the values are normalized to sum to 1.
Several standard performance terms such as true positive, false positive, true negative,
false negative rate, accuracy, precision have been extracted for the confusion matrix.
This work addresses kappa (κ) measure as it provides accuracy (AC) versus precision
(P ) interpretation across class categories [23]. Common Cohen’s unweighted κ inter-
pretation is: ≤ 0 ⇒ Poor , [0, 0.20] ⇒ Slight, [0.21, 0.40] ⇒ Fair, [0.41, 0.60] ⇒
Moderate, [0.61, 0.80] ⇒ Substantial, [0.81, 1.00]⇒ AlmostPerfect. The experi-
ments are categorized into set of named selected features (FVSFS and FVHDMR) also
with a total high dimensional feature vector with 12140 members (FVTotal).

Statistical performance measure is analyzed using analysis of confusion matrices for
each named feature & SVM summarized in tables 1a, 1b, and 1c. Further statistical tests
revealed that given a small number of input samples (140) in high dimensional feature
sets (= 12140) using non-linear SVM kernels leads to over-fitting. The result, as shown
in table 1, indicates that for normal low resolution white blood cells using linear SVM
& all feature vector FVTotal 85% of known white blood cells were classified as such,
with this classification rate decreasing to 83% for (FVHDMR) (see table 1c) where the
efficiency of (FVSFS) is also 81% which is less than proposed Sobol - HDMR with
83%. RS-HDMR classification performance with 273 elements is less and more similar
where classification accuracy is also found with all 12140 coefficients are selected. As
confusion matrix tables illustrate, in this poor imaginary database there is not a sig-
nificant difference between for example the all high dimensional data set and feature
selected group with RS-HDMR expansion. The results, as shown in confusion matrix
tables indicate that also HDMR results for almost each sub-group is more accurate
than SFS method where also sequential forward selection algorithm is too dependent
to classifier feedback as well. Also with compare with two ground truth groups, using
machines Sysmex XE-series and also Abbott CELL-DYN range (see section 1) it can
be seen from the data in confusion matrix tables that global sensitivity with Sobol on
RS-HDMR expansion reveals 91% accuracy for Neutrophil, 65% rate for Lymphocyte
and also 100% for Eosinophil while the expensive machines mentioned above provide
92.5%, 92.2%, and 87.7%, respectively in an ideal performance. It also provides 81%
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classification rate for Monocytes and 77% for Basophils where the results obtained from
machines are 75.6% and 76.3%. The following conclusions in regard to κ coefficient
can be also drawn from the present confusion matrices. The Cohen’s unweighted κ co-
efficient of the FVTotal, FVSFS , also FVHDMR are acceptable (0.81= almost perfect
and 0.77, 0.79 = substantial) in this low resolution WBC classification. Taken together,
the most obvious finding to emerge from feature selection and with RS- HDMR study in
particular is that all these two methods provide substantial performance where lessen
computational time and improve model interpret-ability to enhance generalization by
reducing over-fitting possibility as well.

Table 1. Confusion matrices (top to down: a,b,c) for SVM classifier, totals over testing images in
invariant features & linear SVM

Linear SVM (FVTotal): Assigned WBC classes
Known Basophil Eosinophil Lymphocyte Monocyte Neutrophil

Basophil 0.72 0 0.21 0.03 0.04
Eosinophil 0 1.00 0 0 0

Lymphocyte 0.17 0 0.68 0.13 0.02
Monocyte 0.01 0 0.04 0.90 0.05
Neutrophil 0 0 0 0.03 0.97

Linear SVM (FVSFS): Assigned WBC classes
Known Basophil Eosinophil Lymphocyte Monocyte Neutrophil

Basophil 0.72 0 0.24 0.04 0
Eosinophil 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Lymphocyte 0.17 0 0.62 0.14 0.07
Monocyte 0.02 0 0.18 0.80 0.0
Neutrophil 0.01 0 0.01 0.04 0.94

Linear SVM (FVHDMR): Assigned WBC classes
Known Basophil Eosinophil Lymphocyte Monocyte Neutrophil

Basophil 0.77 0.01 0.17 0.01 0.04
Eosinophil 0 1.00 0 0 0

Lymphocyte 0.16 0.01 0.65 0.1 0.08
Monocyte 0.04 0 0.13 0.81 0.02
Neutrophil 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.91

7 Conclusions

A machine learning approach for white blood cell classification is effective and reli-
able, while working under different and even unfavourable and adverse conditions. In
this paper, these conditions include low resolution cytological images that are noisy dig-
ital white blood cell images. In this research, various approaches to the comprehension
and analysis of invariant three main features are presented and the use of these theories
is outlined. This work also concentrates on the literature concerning the usefulness of
feature selection in presence of big data with high dimensional 12140 invariant fea-
tures in connection with white blood cell classification. An account is provided of the
widespread use of sequential feature selection (SFS) set to recent development in ran-
dom sample High-dimensional model representation (RS-HDMR). It has conclusively
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been shown that these invariant feature collection sets are appropriate solutions as their
implementations are promising strategies for representing small distorted white blood
cell classifier system (see table 1a). These findings suggest that, in general, RS-HDMR
emerged as a reliable input-output relationship predictor of small distorted WBCs and
their own classes to allow the full feature sensitivity analysis based on Sobol sequences.
It is expected that classification accuracy will be further improved by extending the data
set size to reach higher performance in training and testing procedures. The findings are
expected to be persuasively supported by future work considering different underde-
veloped HDMR variations, i.e., Sobol HDMR using Quasi Monte Carlo, multiple sub-
domain random sampling HDMR, or Cut-HDMR. Briefly, the empirical findings in this
study provide a better understanding of invariant feature implementation and feature
selection. One of the more significant findings to emerge from this study is that the pos-
sibility of extending the use of this framework to entire field of haematology analysis
or other similar medical research.
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